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In 2003 Stephen Houston and Michael Coe published photographs and a drawing of an undeciphered 

inscription on the back of a carved feldspar mask (Houston and Coe 2003). Subsequently Coe provided 

me with a full set of photographs that he had taken of the mask. The additional images allowed me to 

produce a drawing of the text that did not show the distortions present in the published drawing by 

Houston. Although a more thorough discussion of the text will be included in a detailed paper on the 

Isthmian script currently in preparation, I am offering the drawing here to make it available for study 

(Fig. 1).  

The column order of the Mask is a bit complex. Based on sign orientation, columns A and B face left, C 

and D face right, and E and F face left. As noted by Houston and Coe, a pattern of five signs in column E 

is repeated from the bottom of D to the top of E showing that C is read after D. Another piece of 

evidence for reading order can be seen in the oversize signs in column A, suggesting an effort to fill 

space at the end of a text. Crowding of signs sometimes occurs at the ends texts, but here there is no 

crowding, and the signs in columns A and B, although the same width as signs in the rest of the text, are 

taller. Since the same sign occurs at the top of three columns (A, D, and E) it would seem logical that A 

plus B constitute one segment, and C plus D and E plus F constitute two other segments. Likely reading 

orders include A and B together, read either before or after D-C-E-F (A, B, D, C, E, F or D, C, E, F, A, B). 

The total number of signs is about 87 (depending on how one divides joined signs), 54 unique signs. Only 

13 signs are not known from either the Tuxtla Statuette or the La Mojarra Stela, thus not included in the 
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catalog by Macri and Stark (1993)—a smaller number than the 25 previously unknown signs estimated 

by Houston and Coe.  

 

Fig. 1. Isthmian text incised on the back of a feldspar mask (Houston and Coe 2003). Drawing by Martha 

J. Macri. 
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